Plasmonic nanostructures have been recently investigated as a possible way to improve absorption of light in solar cells. The strong interaction of small metal nanostructures with light allows control over the propagation of light at the nanoscale and thus the design of ultrathin solar cells in which light is trapped in the active layer and efficiently absorbed. In this paper we review some of our recent work in the field of plasmonics for improved solar cells. We have investigated two possible ways of integrating metal nanoparticles in a solar cell. First, a layer of Ag nanoparticles that improves the standard antireflection coating used for crystalline and amorphous silicon solar cells has been designed and fabricated. Second, regular and random arrays of metal nanostructures have been designed to couple light in waveguide modes of thin semiconductor layers. Using a large-scale, relative inexpensive nano-imprint technique, we have designed a back-contact light trapping surface for a-Si:H solar cells which show enhanced efficiency over standard randomly textured cells.
Introduction
Photovoltaics are a promising technology for generating electrical power from the Sun on a large scale, with the potential to meet a significant part of the increasing worldwide energy demand. Growth in installed solar power has been very large over the last few years, as new technologies have both improved the cell efficiency and reduced production costs. However, so far the price of solar-generated electrical power has remained above the price of power generated by conventional sources of energy. Reducing the overall cost per watt is thus one of the major challenges in solar cell research. The price of an installed solar cell includes both material and processing costs as well as system costs. Materials and processing represent a large fraction of the expense. For example, in bulk crystalline silicon solar cells, material costs account for 40% of the final module price. Recently, thinfilm solar cell technology has emerged as a way to reduce the material costs. Due to the reduced material volume of thin-film devices, semiconductors containing scarce elements such as CdTe and CuInGaSe 2 have entered the market to compete with bulk crystalline Si and thin-film Si solar cells. The combination of low manufacturing costs and reasonable efficiencies make thin-film photovoltaics an attractive option for reducing the total cost per watt of solar power. Additionally, for bulk recombination-dominated semiconductors, thin-film solar cells also present the advantage of better carrier collection and reduced bulk recombination, both factors improving the solar cell efficiency.
As the thickness of the absorbing semiconductor is reduced, however, the absorption naturally decreases at energies close to the electronic bandgap of the semiconductor. This is particularly a problem for thin-film Si devices. Devices based on crystalline or microcrystalline Si have poor absorption near the bandgap, where the absorption length is >300 μm. Light trapping schemes are thus needed to enhance light absorption. In conventional thick Si solar cells, light trapping is typically achieved using a micron-sized pyramidal surface texture that causes scattering of light into the solar cell over a large angular range, thereby enhancing the effective path length in the cell [1] [2] [3] . Such geometries are not suitable for thin-film cells, as the cell thickness is smaller than the texturing size and the greater surface area increases minority carrier recombination at the surface. Furthermore, texturing is not applicable to non-single-crystal cells.
Recently, metallic nanostructures supporting surface plasmons have been proposed as an alternative method to achieve light trapping in thin-film solar cells [4, 5] . These subwavelength nanostructures strongly interact with sunlight and, if properly engineered within the solar cell geometry, can concentrate and fold light into thin semiconductor layers, thereby enhancing the absorption. Two different concepts of plasmonic nanostructure integration for solar cells comprise most of the investigations to date. In the first scheme, metal nanoparticles placed on the top of the solar cell ( figure 1(a) ) scatter incident sunlight into the solar cell. These particles preferentially scatter light into the high-index substrate, leading to enhanced coupling to the underlying semiconductor and thus reduced reflectance over a broad spectral range. Besides this antireflection (AR) effect, the angular redistribution of the scattered light also contributes to light trapping by increasing the optical path length inside the cell. If the semiconductor is instead a thin film, an array of metal nanoparticles placed on top can additionally couple the light into guided modes in the semiconductor slab. In the second scheme ( figure 1(b) ), the metal back contact of a thin-film solar cell is patterned directly, without introducing any extra metal features. The blue light is absorbed as in a standard solar cell, while the red light couples from the nanostructures into the guided modes of the semiconductor, as well as to surface-plasmon-polariton (SPP) modes that may be supported at the back metal/semiconductor interface. Light in the propagating waveguide mode is then absorbed in the plane of the semiconductor, while carrier collection occurs out of plane, allowing for a reduction in overall thickness. For any given waveguide mode, some fraction will be absorbed in the semiconductor and some lost to the cladding layers [6, 7] .
In this paper we review some recent developments in the use of plasmonic nanostructures to improve solar cells, both by means of the improved AR effect and by coupling to waveguide modes. We make use of both experimental and theoretical techniques for studying light trapping. In section 2, a systematic study of the plasmon-mediated light coupling into a substrate by metal nanostructures placed at the front of the solar cell is presented. We investigate the effect of particle shape, size and array pitch on the coupling of light, using both simulation and experiments. Total reflectance spectroscopy carried out on a thick c-Si solar cell shows that optimized plasmonic AR coatings can be better than standard planar dielectric coatings. The second part of this paper analyzes the coupling of light to guided optical modes in a thin semiconductor layer. A silicon-on-insulator wafer with a 200 nm c-Si region is used as a model system for solar cells to investigate the mechanism of light coupling to waveguide modes in ultrathin optically active layers. The coupling to waveguide modes is studied theoretically, using a transfer matrix method, and experimentally, using photoluminescence of Er 3+ ions in the waveguide as a probe of trapped light intensity. In the third section, we demonstrate integration of plasmonic nanostructures into a full solar cell device to enhance efficiency and explore nanostructure arrangements on the back contact of an a-Si:H solar cell using both experiment and simulation. The patterns are fabricated using an inexpensive and scalable nano-imprint process and show enhanced efficiency over randomly textured reference cells. Coupling to waveguide modes is clearly observed in the sharp features in the measured and simulated external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra and confirmed by angle-resolved photocurrent spectroscopy.
Plasmonic antireflection coatings
Standard dielectric interference coatings are usually optimized for a particular wavelength and incident angle and thus reduce reflectance over a relatively narrow bandwidth. Recently, metal nanoparticles deposited onto a substrate have been studied to increase the coupling of light into a substrate. The resonant scattering due to plasmon resonances in the metallic particles leads to reduced reflection over a broad spectral range [8] [9] [10] . Many experimental papers have studied this AR effect of random nanoparticle configurations, with limited control over the particle geometry [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Recently, we have performed a systematic experimental and numerical study of the light coupling by regular arrays of metal nanoparticles [18, 19] .
We use finite-difference time domain (FDTD) simulations to study the enhanced transmission of light into a thick cSi substrate by arrays of silver nanoparticles placed on its top surface. The simulation configuration used for this study is shown in figure 2(b) . A silver nanoparticle is placed on the top of a semi-infinite c-Si substrate and a broadband (wavelength 300-1100 nm) plane-wave pulse is incident on the particle from the top. A frequency domain monitor placed 1 nm below the c-Si surface directly measures the total power transmitted into the substrate. Periodic boundary conditions (PBC) are used to simulate an array configuration, whereas perfectly matched layers (PML) are used for a single-particle configuration. Figure 2(a) shows the transmission spectra normalized to the transmission of a bare c-Si substrate for three different particle shapes: a sphere (green), a cylinder with a 10 nm round edge (red) and a cylinder with a sharp edge (blue). The arrows in the top part of the graph indicate the position of the dipolar resonance (colored arrows) and quadrupolar resonance (black arrow) for each of the particle shapes. The dipolar resonance is strongly redshifted when the shape changes from a sphere to a cylinder, due to the stronger near-field coupling to the high-index substrate for a cylinder with respect to a sphere [18, 20] . The quadrupolar resonance, on the other hand, does not shift when the particle shape is changed.
The graph in figure 2(a) shows that in the spectral range with wavelengths longer than the resonance the transmission is enhanced by the presence of the nanoparticle. The mechanism behind this effect is the preferential scattering of light at the particle resonance into the high-index substrate, due to the higher density of states in the substrate [8, 21, 22] . Enhancement in light transmission is seen for both the dipolar and quadrupolar modes for the sphere and rounded cylinder in figure 2(a); for the sharp cylinder the dipole resonance is outside the range of the graph. In contrast, a clear reduction of the coupled power occurs with wavelengths shorter than each resonance. This reduction occurs due to a Fano effect, i.e. a destructive interference between scattered and incident light occurring at wavelengths below resonance [23] [24] [25] .
The redshift of the plasmon resonance that occurs when the shape changes from a sphere to a cylinder leads to a broadening of the Fano reduction for wavelengths shorter than the resonance. For a sharp cylinder, with the dipolar resonance longer than 1100 nm, this reduction in transmittance is quite strong. Figure 2 (a) thus clearly shows that a spherical shape is preferable for enhancing light coupling into a c-Si substrate.
An optimization of the size and array parameters for spheroidal particles can be found in [19] . In that paper, transmission spectra for different geometries were simulated in the same way as figure 2(a) and an average transmittance is calculated by weighting over the standard AM1.5 solar spectrum. The array of nanoparticles is placed on top of an Si 3 N 4 spacer layer, which acts as an interference AR coating and provides a blueshift of the plasmon resonance with respect to the case of particles on a bare Si substrate [9, 26] , thus reducing the Fano reduction at short wavelengths. The optimal configuration is found for 200 nm diameter, 125 nm high Ag nanoparticles, with an array pitch of 450 nm, on top of a 50 nm thick Si 3 N 4 spacer layer on a semi-infinite c-Si substrate. Figure 3 shows the average transmittance for arrays of Ag nanoparticles with different heights on top of an Si 3 N 4 layer on a semi-infinite crystalline silicon substrate ( figure 3(a) ) and on top of an ITO spacer layer on a semi-infinite a-Si:H substrate ( figure 3(b) ). In both cases, the plasmonic AR coating combined with the standard interference coating yields a higher transmittance than the standard interference coating alone. In the case of a c-Si substrate, the overall transmittance is improved by 8% with respect to a standard AR coating, while for a plasmonic coating on an a-Si:H substrate the transmittance is improved by 9%.
An experimental proof that optimized plasmonic coatings are better than a standard AR coating is shown in figure 4 [19] . A 2 × 2 mm 2 wide array of Ag nanoparticles (180 nm diameter, 130 nm high with an array pitch of 450 nm) was fabricated by means of electron-beam lithography (EBL) on top of a 67 nm thick Si 3 N 4 layer on an Si(100) substrate. Figure 4 (c) shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of such an array (metal surface coverage 30%). The measured total reflectance from the bare interference coating (red) and for the optimized plasmonic coating (blue) is shown in figure 4(a) . The reflection spectrum for a c-Si substrate coated with 67 nm of Si 3 N 4 shows the typical trend for an interference AR coating, yielding a minimum in reflection around 600 nm. Adding the particle array yields a broadband reduction in total reflection at wavelengths longer than 850 nm and does not drastically affect the light coupling for shorter wavelengths. The sharp reflection increase at wavelengths longer than 1050 nm in both curves is due to light that is reflected from the back contact that is not absorbed in the cSi substrate. Indeed, the absorption length of c-Si at 1050 nm equals 600 μm, i.e. twice the cell thickness. The dashed lines in figure 4(a) are extrapolations of the data, representing the reflectivity of a semi-infinite substrate sample, made using a linear fit for the bare substrate (red) and a Lorentzian fit for the substrate with particles (blue) on the dataset in the 600-1000 nm spectral range. The calculated reflectance of a bare Si substrate is shown as a reference (dashed black line).
Measuring reflectance does not confirm whether the absorption occurs in the c-Si layer or in the Ag nanoparticles, but we address this question with simulation. Figure 4 (b) shows the calculated albedo of a silver nanoparticle in air as a function of particle diameter. For particles of 180 nm diameter, as used in the experiment, the albedo amounts to 97%, meaning that only 3% of the light is absorbed by ohmic dissipation in the Ag nanoparticles. For particles on a higher-index substrate, the albedo is even higher, as the scattering is enhanced due to the higher density of states in the substrate. It is therefore reasonable to conclude from figure 4 that the absorption in the c-Si layer is enhanced by the presence of the metal nanoparticle array on top. An estimation of the absorption enhancement in the active layer can be made from the reflectivity data in figure 4 (a). The plasmonic coating was found to enhance light absorption by more than 20% with respect to a standard AR coating for wavelengths close to the Si bandgap wavelength, i.e. in the region where Si poorly absorbs light (for a broader discussion see [19] ).
Light coupling to waveguide modes in a thin c-Si layer
Besides the AR effect, metal nanoparticle arrays provide an efficient light trapping scheme for thin-film solar cells, for which standard light trapping methods such as pyramidal surface texturing cannot be used. It is well known that ultrathin dielectric layers support a discrete and limited set of guided optical modes [27] . Light that is coupled into these modes is efficiently trapped inside the slab, resulting in a drastic increase of optical path length. Plasmonic nanoparticle arrays printed on top of a thin-film solar cell can couple light to the waveguide modes in the optically active layer, thus providing an efficient light trapping mechanism. The interaction between metal nanoparticle arrays and waveguides was first studied by Stuart and Hall, who observed a strong influence on the interparticle interaction as a result of the presence of waveguide modes in the substrate [28] .
Here, a silicon-on-insulator wafer with a 200 nm Si waveguide is used as a model system for a solar cell to investigate the mechanism of light coupling to waveguide modes in ultrathin optically active layers. While most thinfilm Si solar cells are not c-Si but either microcrystalline or aSi:H, this platform serves as a model system since it shows the effects of light trapping very strongly. The waveguide modes supported in the c-Si region of the SOI wafer are calculated by using the transfer matrix method from [29] . By applying the boundary conditions for the field at each interface, the field distribution as well as the complex in-plane wavevector k z = β + iκ of all modes supported by any arbitrary multilayer waveguide are calculated.
The inset of figure 5 (a) shows a schematic of the layer structure used in the calculations. A thin dielectric spacer layer is introduced on top of the waveguide. In figure 5(b) the mode profiles as a function of depth y are shown for all the TE modes (electric field in plane with the waveguide), together with the in-plane wavevector. The gray vertical dashed lines represent the interfaces between the different layers of the structure. Figure 5(b) shows that all the modes are mainly localized in the c-Si waveguide region. Furthermore, higher-order modes are characterized by lower wavevectors (β) but with higher losses (κ) and an increasing number of oscillations in the lateral field distribution. The evanescent tail of the higher-order mode profiles extends more into the neighboring layers, making the mode more sensitive to the dielectric environment. Similar mode profiles can be obtained for the magnetic field in the case of TM polarization. In a realistic solar cell design including contact layers, the mode penetration outside the waveguide region needs to be accounted for to study the ratio of useful absorption in the waveguide mode compared to parasitic loss in the cladding materials [6, 7] . Figure 5 (a) shows the dispersion curve for all TE modes (red) and TM modes (blue), indicating how the in-plane wavevector β changes as a function of free-space wavevector k 0 . The black dashed line represents the light line in air. Figure 5(a) shows that all modes are dispersive as a result of dispersion in the c-Si waveguide core material. All dispersion curves are located below the light line, indicating that the modes are purely bound and cannot couple to far-field radiation. Light can only couple to the waveguide modes when mode overlap (governed by the polarization and mode profiles) and momentum matching are both fulfilled. The dispersion curves show how much in-plane momentum is needed to couple to the waveguide modes. One method for overcoming this momentum mismatch is to use a two-dimensional particle array which functions as a grating. For momentum matching to occur, the in-plane momentum of the waveguide mode has to be matched by the in-plane momentum of the incoming light plus the momentum generated by the grating.
To demonstrate experimentally that metal nanoparticle arrays can efficiently couple light to waveguide modes, we fabricate two-dimensional Ag nanoparticle arrays, with different particle diameters and array pitch, on top of an SOI wafer with similar structure as shown in the inset of figure 5(a) .
The enhanced absorption in the 200 nm c-Si waveguide due to coupling to guided optical modes is measured optically by detecting the photoluminescence (PL) of Er ions implanted inside the waveguide [30] . 281 keV Er + (1 × 10 15 cm −2 ) and 40 keV O + (1 × 10 16 cm −2 ) were implanted and annealed at 680
• C for 30 min in an N 2 environment [31] . A typical PL spectrum for a non-patterned reference sample at T = 14 K when pumped with λ = 980 nm is shown in the inset of figure 6(b) . The PL spectra of Er peaks at λ = 1.54 μm, a spectral region where c-Si is transparent. The small peaks in the right shoulder are due to transitions between the Stark split energy levels of the 4 I 13/2 → 4 I 15/2 intra-4f transition of Er 3+ .
The peak of the signal at λ = 1.54 μm is used as a measure for the light intensity inside the waveguide, providing an optical probe of the 980 nm light trapping within the c-Si region.
To probe the coupling to waveguide modes, the wavelength of the pump beam is fixed at λ = 980 nm and the angle of incidence is changed between 0 • and 40
• . Figure 6 (a) shows the PL enhancement, defined as the PL signal of patterned fields divided by the PL signal of non-patterned fields for ppolarized light (blue, open symbols) and s-polarized light (red, solid symbols) for a 700 nm pitch two-dimensional grating. Clear peaks in the PL enhancement as a function of angle of incidence are observed. We attribute these peaks to light coupling into well-defined waveguide modes. The data show that coupling to waveguide modes enhances PL from the Er in the c-Si layer up to nearly a factor of 10 with respect to the emission from a non-patterned sample. The results of the 500 nm pitched fields, as shown in figure 6(b) , show peaks at different angles than for the 700 nm pitch sample due to the different momentum generated by the grating.
By directly probing the intensity enhancement inside a cSi waveguide we have shown that plasmonic particle arrays placed on top of a thin-film solar cell can provide an efficient light trapping scheme. Light coupling to waveguide modes can also be achieved, through the same momentum-matching mechanism, by a patterned metallic film on the back surface of the solar cell. In section 4, this scheme is used to integrate plasmonic particles in complete photovoltaic devices which improve the photocurrent and overall efficiency of a-Si:H thinfilm solar cells.
Light trapping in thin-film a-Si:H solar cells
Light trapping has been a critical component of commercial thin-film Si solar cell design for decades, with most of the focus on the use of randomly textured surfaces [32] . For stability and manufacturability of a-Si:H solar cells, the active layers must be kept thin, even less than optically thick [33] . To achieve reasonable efficiencies with restricted device layer thicknesses, light trapping surfaces must be used to increase absorption within the semiconductor. Texture may be incorporated in both superstrate-and substrate-type depositions through the use of roughened plastics, textured transparent conducting oxides or hot, sputtered metal [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . While these types of surfaces have received significant study, further improvements in cost and performance are necessary to make a-Si:H solar cells competitive with other available technologies. An important challenge for plasmonic integration in a-Si:H solar cells is to prove that there are advantages beyond those achievable with standard light trapping methods.
One approach to reducing the cost of a-Si:H solar cells is to reduce the thickness of the intrinsic layer: this both decreases the cost of feedstock material and increases the throughput rate of production, and can also increase the opencircuit voltage due to the decreased dark current in thin volumes [40, 41] . In these ultrathin-film geometries, coupling to waveguide modes is particularly important to decouple the direction of absorption from the direction of carrier collection.
For integration with full devices, we have focused on methods for inexpensive, scalable patterning of nanostructures. For any nanostructured technology to be effective in largescale photovoltaics, it must be capable of patterning over large areas with good fidelity at low cost. We have used substrate conformal imprint lithography (SCIL), a novel form of nanoimprint lithography, which forms patterns by mechanical deformation of a resist material and is capable of printing nanoscale features over wafer-scale areas [42] . Both the stamps used for imprinting and the master substrate for initial fabrication are reusable thousands of times. Nano-imprint lithography has also been used to replicate and transfer random textures from one transparent conducting oxide to another for photovoltaic applications [43] .
In the work reviewed here, we used SCIL to pattern a 10 × 4 cm 2 area on a glass substrate with a variety of different periodic nanopatterns, allowing for a single solar cell deposition to test the light trapping properties of multiple patterned arrays. While many different processes may be used to fabricate a master template, we have specifically used interference lithography and electron-beam lithography to pattern c-Si master template wafers over large areas [44, 45] . SCIL is used to emboss a silica sol-gel resist on glass, then overcoated with Ag via sputtering to form the metallic back substrate and growth template for n-i-p a-Si:H solar cell deposition.
We have recently designed a back-contact light trapping surface for a-Si:H solar cells which show enhanced efficiency over cells with a commonly used random texture [45] . A schematic of the cell layout is shown in figure 7 (a), along with the boundary conditions used for electromagnetic simulation of the response of the patterned solar cell. We pattern the metallic Ag back contact of the cell with an array of nanoparticles, then deposit the other layers conformally over the top of the Ag nanoparticle array. The light with wavelengths on the blue side of the spectrum is absorbed in the a-Si:H before reaching the back contact, while the red light that is more weakly absorbed scatters from the Ag nanoparticles and couples into the waveguide modes of the cell. Figure 7(b) shows an SEM image of one of the metallic nanoparticle arrays formed by Ag coating the imprinted silica sol-gel. The Ag patterns are then overcoated by ZnO:Al (which serves as a diffusion-blocking layer), n-i-p a-Si:H with 115 nm i-layer thickness, and 80 nm of ITO (which also serves as an AR coating). Each of the layers deposits conformally over the patterned arrays and a cross section of a fully fabricated device is shown in figure 7(c) . The i-layer thickness used here is thinner than standard cells (115 nm versus 250 nm), and it is clear from the cross section that the active region is a small component of the total device thickness.
We tested several different pitches of square periodic arrays and figure 7(d) shows the measured J -V response of the best cells of each type. The cell area on which the J -V curves were measured is 0.13 cm 2 , defined as the area of the ITO contact (0.16 cm 2 ) minus the area of the finger contacts. As a reference, we simultaneously deposited a-Si:H cells over the top of Ag/ZnO:Al-coated Asahi U type glass. While there are many different types of random texture, this is a commercial standard that facilitates comparison to other surfaces and is a more relevant comparison than flat, untextured devices. The open-circuit voltages of each of the patterns is similar, but there is a large difference in the short-circuit current density, as expected for cells with different light trapping efficiencies. Notably, the nanoparticles with a 500 nm pitch show 50% higher J sc than the flat cells, and 10% higher than the randomly textured Asahi cells. The periodic array with 700 nm pitch has slightly lower J sc than the Asahi cell. Note that the PL measurements on c-Si waveguides showed better performance for the 700 nm pitch instead of the 500 nm pitch as for the a-Si solar cells. This is a result of the sensitivity of the optimum pitch to the layer thicknesses and geometry, such that the optimum pitch is specific to each case.
To look into the nature of this enhancement in more detail, we measured the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the cells containing different patterns ( figure 8(a) ). The multiple traces of each color in the figure represent different measured devices, indicating the error margins on the photocurrent as well as the repeatability of the SCIL technique. Both the flat and Asahi patterns have a very smooth response, while the 500 and 700 nm pitch periodic array cells show a number of sharp features in the EQE spectrum that are consistent across multiple devices. We attribute the presence of these peaks to the coupling to waveguide modes in the a-Si:H layer, defined by the periodicity of the pattern, as discussed in the section above. The 500 nm pitch cells show higher photocurrent than the randomly textured Asahi cells, particularly in the wavelength range from 550 to 650 nm.
We used optical electromagnetic simulation to verify the effects of light trapping and directly calculate the absorption in each layer of the solar cell. We used FDTD to explicitly calculate and isolate the generation rate (G opt ) in the a-Si:H region, according to
where ε is the imaginary part of the permittivity and E is the electric field [7, 39] . This is an optical simulation only, which does not account for the role of carrier collection but is a reasonable approximation for understanding the absorption in the cell. Figure 8(b) shows the calculated generation rate from FDTD simulations on approximations of the fabricated pattern designs. The periodic patterns are simulated using a layout similar to the one shown in figure 7(a) with periodic boundary conditions accounting for the array. The Asahi patterns are simulated using directly imported AFM data. The correspondence between the measured and simulated photocurrent indicate that the effects are likely due to optical light trapping rather than to differences in the p-layer deposition over different types of patterns, or other growth and collection effects. The ability to simulate arbitrary textures (such as the Asahi cells) with good comparison to experimental cells makes FDTD a powerful design tool for nanostructured photovoltaics, both in terms of optimization and for physical understanding of the absorption mechanisms. While we hypothesize that the peaks in the EQE spectra are due to waveguide modes, we can confirm the coupling using angle-resolved photocurrent spectroscopy [45] . Figure 9 shows angle-resolved maps of the photocurrent on the Asahi ( figure 9(a) ) and 500 nm pitch periodic ( figure 9(b) ) cells. If the peaks are due to waveguide modes, then the photocurrent should shift with a changing angle of incidence. The Asahi cell is isotropic with respect to angle of incidence, while the periodic cell shows several crossings which sharpen with increasing wavelength where the absorption in the a-Si:H is weaker at longer wavelengths and the light propagates over more nanostructures. The background of figure 9(c) shows the photocurrent enhancement of the periodic cell over the Asahi cell and the overlaid lines are the calculated waveguide modes in this structure. The close agreement indicates that these features are due to waveguide modes and that waveguide modes do increase the photocurrent in a fully operational solar cell.
While these nanopatterns do not represent an optimum for light trapping in a-Si:H, they do show the promise of nanostructures designed for enhancing photocurrent in solar cells [46] . While a wide variety of randomly textured reference surfaces exist with different performances, designed nanostructures offer the advantage of precise control and understanding of light management in photovoltaics, and for guiding and directing light absorption at the nanoscale.
Conclusions
The application of surface plasmons to solar cells is an emerging field with the potential to improve the overall cost per watt of thin-film devices by reducing material usage: high-efficiency cells can be made using less material. For semiconductors based on scarce elements, which were not discussed in detail here, this may also alleviate some of the issues with raw material availability. For thin-film Si devices, the ability to reduce the overall thickness can even increase the efficiency, due to improved carrier collection, reduced bulk recombination and reduced photodegradation. Fabricating thinner cells leads to an increased manufacturing throughput, which reduces costs. The nano-imprint process, including the silver particle material, will add costs. Further studies are required to make a full estimate of the cost benefits of the plasmonic cell design.
Here we reviewed two different geometries for plasmonic integration with solar cells, placing nanoparticles either on the front surface of c-Si-based devices or on the back contact for a-Si:H-based devices. In section 2, we showed that by integrating plasmonic nanostructures with AR coatings, a broadband reduction in reflectance can be achieved on bulk c-Si wafers. Such metal scattering layer can subsequently be used to cause enhanced light trapping into waveguide modes of the cell. In section 3, we used erbium-implanted SOI wafers as a model system to optically probe coupling to waveguide modes in ultrathin c-Si layers. From the PL intensity enhancement we derive that coupling to waveguide modes of the c-Si region leads to up to 10-fold enhanced light trapping. In section 5, we integrated plasmonic nanostructures with the back contact of an a-Si:H device and showed that coupling to waveguide modes increases the photocurrent and the overall efficiency of the cell over that of a particular reference randomly textured cell. Combined, these studies highlight a few of the possibilities for integrating plasmonics with photovoltaic devices and show that systematic study of particle geometries and arrangements can give insight on the way to optimum design.
The implementation of plasmonic solar cells as highefficiency devices that can be manufactured at a competitive price is so far mainly limited by the fact that the field is still relatively new.
One challenge is to integrate plasmonic nanostructures into existing device architectures. Several important challenges in this area have already been investigated, such as integration with antireflection coatings, integration into metallic back contacts and largescale, inexpensive patterning. Another challenge is to achieve broadband and angle-isotropic photocurrent enhancement, such that the cells operate well over the course of the day. Nanostructure designs for higher-efficiency III-V and multijunction cells are another area for study.
